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“ Our team is fun, energetic and innovative, utilizing an elegant balance of
art and science. ” DOUG CAMERON, FOUNDER AND PRESIDENT

EcoSafe’s homes stand out for their unique, creative designs, as well as the materials used.
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EcoSafe Spaces balances creativity and
sustainability. BY JIM HARRIS
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EcoSafe Spaces’ President Doug Cameron considers himself
to be more than just a custom homebuilder. “I feel I’m an artist
first and foremost,” he says, describing his personal style as “common-sense contemporary.”
The homes completed by the Austin-based company stand out
in their neighborhoods for their unique designs and materials,
both of which Cameron takes a direct role in helping guide. “We
provide a lot of agility to our clients during the building process
keeping it somewhat open-ended; doing this allows us to achieve a
higher degree of precision and more personalized level of detail,”
he says, noting the company both works with local architects as
well as designs projects in-house.
Many of EcoSafe Spaces’ clients give the company direct control
over finishes, paint colors and other features of the home. “While
remaining client based, I’m able to take a lot of my creativity and
theirs and apply it to these spaces,” he says. “I used to paint on
canvas; now homes are my medium. I love colors and textures,
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The exterior cladding of EcoSafe’s Holly Home project includes the use of regionally grown cypress installed on
a rainscreen and treated with Eco Wood, a non-toxic, low-maintenance organic stain.

and have always been good with elements of
design like balance and composition. Thanks
to my mom, I’ve literally been doing art on
a daily basis since I was two years old.”
Limiting the amount of homes it builds
each year allows the company to give every project extremely close attention. Each
home’s build cost ranges anywhere from
$500,000 to $2 million.
“We’re building at most three projects
at any given time while keeping a consistent backlog, which allows us to work with
smaller and closer-knit teams and give a
very high level of support and consistency
to our clients,” Cameron says.
The company works mostly on urban
infill projects in Central Austin. “Keeping
the projects in a close proximity to one another maximizes our ability to be efficient
as a company,” he adds. “Plus, we like to be
where the action is!”
In addition to custom homes, the company also performs residential remodels and
light commercial projects. “To ensure the
highest quality on each of our projects, we

have assembled our own in-house crews of
skilled craftsmen capable of flawlessly executing even the most difficult of details,”
Cameron says. “Our team is fun, energetic
and innovative, utilizing an elegant balance
of art and science.”

STANDING OUT

One recent example of the company’s creativity is its work on the Cain Residence in
east Austin. The home, designed by Austin
architect Glen Chappell, evokes a clean
contemporary feel involving breath taking
multi-directional winged rooflines and a
plethora of strategically placed natural light.
The exterior of the homes features large,
trapezoidal windows arranged in a manner
inspired by the work of artist Piet Mondrian. “This is one of the coolest projects we’ve
done to date,” Cameron says. “To embrace
the community, upon completion we had a
neighborhood block party that included an
art show, classic cars, and live music.”
The windows – which measure up to
9 feet long and tall in size – were cusSummer 2016 www.mhb-magazine.com
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Health-conscious, environmentally friendly construction is a high priority for the EcoSafe team.

tom made by Pella Southwest. Colored window film was later
placed in many of the panes to create the desired artistic effect on its exterior. “At night with the interior lights on, these
windows can be seen from blocks away providing a subtle yet
grandiose entrance full of life and energy to an already active
corner of downtown east Austin,” he adds.
The home’s interior includes a Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)-certified European white oak floor supplied by Austin

flooring supplier Luma Hardwoods.The floor features a zero-VOC
matte chamber-smoked finish accentuating the natural brown, gray
and blond tones of the wood. “It’s a very modern, elegant-looking
floor,” Cameron says.
The exterior cladding of the home, supplied by Delta Millwork, includes the use of regionally grown cypress installed on
a rain-screen and treated with Eco Wood Treatment, a non-toxic low-maintenance organic stain. “I’ve never seen anything like
this used on a house before,” he adds. “This wood cladding literally has achieved cult following; the passers-by love it, and always
ask where it came from. They’re usually not sure if it’s real wood
or not, which it is. It has a reclaimed driftwood look, and makes
the project look like its been there for decades. We’re also experimenting with Delta’s line of Accoya wood and look forward to
using it on future projects.”

‘KEEPING AUSTIN HEALTHY’

The lively look of the Cain residence, which is also known as the
Holly project, may reflect the unofficial local motto of “keep Austin weird,” but the materials used inside and out are also intended
to “keep Austin healthy,” Cameron says. “As a young child my dad
worked at the original Whole Foods on south Lamar, now my company is the whole foods of building, ironically enough also located
on south Lamar. We are Austin through and through, and look forward to adding the progressive mindset of the city.”
As the company’s name would suggest, health-conscious, environmentally friendly construction is a high priority for EcoSafe
spaces. Cameron, an Austin native, founded the company as Cameron Construction in 2007, changing the name three years later to
reflect its focus on health and sustainability.
Cameron has always embraced sustainable building methods but
a few years into the company’s existence, during the national housing market downturn, he began to look at a home’s health in relation to it’s smallest inhabitants – babies and kids. “I realized others
were making the mistake of focusing on adults,” he says. “Little
ones are so much more sensitive to chemicals in the environment
www.mhb-magazine.com Summer 2016
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Valuing the health of its workers and homebuyers, EcoSafe studies material safety
data sheets to ensure items used are low or zero VOC.

“We are Austin through and
through, and look forward to
adding the progressive
mindset of the city.”
DOUG CAMERON
than adults because of their rapid rate of growth. Basically, take
things like VOCs that may give a headache or breathing issues to a
healthy adult, and multiply them by five or 10, because that’s the
reality for a growing child.”
Although his research initially focused on ideal living spaces for babies and children, Cameron would ultimately apply his
newfound knowledge to entire homes once the housing market
rebounded. “We actually study the material safety data sheets of
each product, and almost every item is low or zero VOC,” he says.
“We look out for the health of the workers as well as the end user.
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Many of the homes completed by EcoSafe spaces are certified five stars by Austin Energy’s residential green building program, which is the program’s highest rating.

I don’t plan on taking years off of my life just because I enjoy building houses. We are exceptional in this regard, and have even loftier
goals for the future.”
The company is a trailblazer in the use of environmentally friendly
techniques and building materials including being one of the first
residential builders in the nation to use a state-of-the-art fluid-applied house wrap by Tyvek. Cameron’s signature system involves
methodically sealing the outside shell of each home to create a continuous air and water barrier that does not require any spray foam to
achieve blower door test scores below one air change per hour. “Last
year we scored .79 ach50 on a project pre-insulation. That’s simply
unheard of and ground-breaking. We feel like everyone should consider building this way,” Cameron adds. “I was working on fire-resistant flood-resistant enclosure concepts when I made this discovery.”
Cameron shares information about the processes the company uses
on his personal website, designbuilddoug.com
EcoSafe Spaces also facilitates HVAC design and energy modelling services via a third-party building science group called Positive Energy. “This is unique, because we can actually determine,
within $50 to $100, the annual utility usage of a home and show
owners how their selection of windows, insulation, air barriers
and HVAC systems, determine performance,” Cameron says. “Previously, homeowners had to take you at your word that they would
see energy savings; now, we can put the savings all on a spreadsheet
and deliver it to a client before breaking ground.”
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EcoSafe Spaces takes pride in building “some of the healthiest, tightest, most energyefficient spaces” in Austin, according to Founder and President Doug Cameron.

The company has built numerous homes that teamed with solar
are considered net zero or near net zero. “We are very excited to
start incorporating the new Tesla power wall (a whole house battery) into our eco-arsenal,” he adds. “This battery can change the
world by harnessing clean energy to use during peak load times (or
take you off the grid completely), and like the iPhone, it’s expected to get better and better with each iteration.”
Many of the homes completed by EcoSafe Spaces are certified
five stars by Austin energy’s residential green building program,
the program’s highest rating. “The tightest building envelope to
date was the Holly project, at .76 ACH-50, near passive house
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standards, which is incredible with 2 x 4 construction,” he adds. “I
literally don’t know any builders that have achieved a better score.
“In our near decade of existence we have had the pleasure of
building some of the healthiest, tightest, most energy-efficient
spaces the city has ever seen,” Cameron says. “To me, EcoSafe Spaces are healthy, happy and harmonious spaces, striving to subtly and
consistently provide their habitants with a beautiful thing: the ideal
state of mind.” )
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